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Preface

Understanding the economic realities of a new country is essential for 
successful integration. This includes understanding the costs that I will need to 
generate for my living expenses. 

Fixed monthly costs are only those costs that occur on a regular basis each 
month. These are the things I need to do to live a normal life for myself and my 
family.

All other costs, such as furnishings, holidays and special expenses, must be 
calculated separately. It is best to set aside a certain amount of money each 
month for special expenses.

A spreadsheet like Excel is an easy way to keep track of these expenses. Excel 
is free to use with a Microsoft account.



Aims and Objectives

By the end of the session you will be able to:

● You know the monthly costs for a family in Germany.
● You know the difference between fixed and variable costs.
● You can use a spreadsheet to calculate your fixed costs.
● You can use a spreadsheet to see how much money you have left 

over for variable costs.



Using Microsoft Excel

You need a Microsoft account to use Excel for 
free.
With your Microsoft Account, you can log in at
https://www.office.com.
You will then be able to use Microsoft Office 
products for free.
This is explained in detail on the following 
pages.



Using Microsoft Excel
Login or create a new Microsoft account

If you already 
have a Microsoft 
account, you 
can sign in 
directly or create 
a new account.



Using Microsoft Excel
Create a new Microsoft account

If you need to register a new 
account, you will need to 
provide an email address or 
phone number and then set 
your password.



Using Microsoft Excel
Create a new Microsoft account

After entering your date of 
birth, you will receive a 
verification code by mail or 
text. Once you enter this 
and answer a few 
questions, you will be 
taken to the Microsoft 365 
welcome page.



Using Microsoft Excel
Login with your Microsoft account

If you already have a 
Microsoft account, sign in 
with your email 
address/phone number 
and password to get to the 
Microsoft 365 welcome 
page.



Using Microsoft Excel
Login with your Microsoft account

You can read the 
Welcome pages and then 
click to close them.



Using Microsoft Excel
Starting with Excel

We are now on the 
Microsoft 365 home page.
Here we can create a new 
workbook to work with.



Using Microsoft Excel

The data from this course 
can be entered into this 
table and the functionality 
of Excel can be tested.



Monthly Fix Costs

Let's take a look at the fixed monthly costs
● Monthly rent
● Electricity
● Water/Sewage
● Heating costs
● Refuse
● Telephone/Mobile
● Internet access
● Insurance (car, liability, etc.)
● Kindergarten/School
There may be other costs such as loan repayments, etc.



Monthly Fix Costs
How a table is organized

The cells of a spreadsheet 
are defined by their column 
and row. In a spreadsheet, 
columns are identified by 
letters and rows by numbers. 
The first cell in the top left-
hand corner is cell A1. In it 
we write ‘Monthly Fix Costs' 
as the heading.



Monthly Fix Costs
Creating a headline

To make the text recognisable as a 
heading, select the cell, change the 
font size to 14 and make it bold.



Monthly Fix Costs
Creating a headline

To see which data is in which 
column, we insert another, 
smaller heading in the second 
row. We select both cells at the 
same time by clicking in cell A2 
and moving the mouse to cell B2 
without releasing the button. Only 
then do we release the key. We 
then select the cells as 'Bold'



Monthly Fix Costs
Insert the positions

We now enter the items of our fixed monthly 
costs in cells A3 to A11.
By double-clicking between columns A and B

The width of column A is adjusted to fit its 
content.



Monthly Fix Costs
Insert the amounts

Next, we insert the amounts of the 
individual items into the table



Monthly Fix Costs
Changing the visible number format

By right-clicking on column B, we 
can change the number format 
displayed.



Monthly Fix Costs
Changing the visible number format

We select the currency 
€ German (Germany)
as the format for the 
column.



Monthly Fix Costs
Changing the visible number format

And for the negative 
values, the lowest 
selection with the negative 
amounts displayed in red 
with a minus sign.
-1,234.00 €



Monthly Fix Costs
Changing the visible number format

We get a display showing our 
amounts with two decimal 
places and the currency sign.



Monthly Fix Costs
Calculate the sum

The advantage of a spreadsheet
spreadsheet is that
that we can enter
enter calculations
calculations. When we type in a
cell, we start our entry with
with a '=',
the program recognises
that a mathematical
formula is coming. For a
calculation, we can
refer directly to other cells
to other cells. The '+' sign means addition. We are calculating the sum of all 
the amounts we have entered.



Monthly Fix Costs
Calculate the sum

The display '########' means that the 
value can no longer be displayed 
because it is too wide. Double-click 
between columns 'B' and 'C’.

We can have it adjusted automatically.



Monthly Fix Costs
Calculate the sum

To calculate a sum, Excel offers a 
simplified input function.

The SUM() function can be used to 
specify a range of cells over which the 
sum is to be calculated.



Monthly Fix Costs
Calculate the sum

The advantage of this approach is that 
the value of the calculation (in this case 
the total) is automatically adjusted when 
the value in a cell changes. For 
example, here I have increased the rent 
to €1,000.00 and the total has 
automatically adjusted to €1,560.00.



Variable Monthly Costs

Monthly variable costs may include
● Food, drink, tobacco
● clothing
● Care and beauty products
● Fuel, car costs, transport
● Repairs
● Leisure, entertainment, culture
● Savings for holidays, furniture, unexpected costs etc.

This list may not be complete.



Variable Monthly Costs
Insert the positions

We add two new variable cost lines 
in rows 14 and 15

and enter our positions. We 
may need to adjust the width 
of the column if the text of a 
position has become too long.



Variable Monthly Costs
Insert the amounts

The next step is to enter 
the amounts we think we 
will need for the different 
items.



Variable Monthly Costs
Calculate the sum of the variable amounts

And let's work out 
again how much 
we need each 
month.



Monthly costs
Calculate the sum of the monthly costs

We are interested in the 
total monthly cost.
To do this, we insert the 
text 'Total monthly cost' 
in cell A26 and the 
formula '=B12+B23' in 
cell B27, so that we get 
the total cost.



Monthly costs
Calculate the sum of the monthly costs

So we see that with 
the estimated costs we 
need a monthly 
amount of 3.290,00 €.



Monthly costs
Calculate the sum of the monthly costs

We can now use the
entered amounts
a little
with the amounts 
entered, 
e.g. resolve not to
smoke, drive less
and spend less on 
leisure and
and entertainment. When we change these amounts
we can see the results immediately in our total costs.



Monthly costs
Calculate the sum of the monthly costs

The last step is to add the household's income. To do this, we 
select 4 rows by clicking on the number 25 of row 25, holding 
down the mouse button and moving it to 28.



Monthly costs
Calculate the sum of the monthly costs

We then right-click on 
the marked area and 
select 'Insert Rows' 
from the shortcut 
menu.



Monthly costs
Calculate the sum of the monthly costs

In the newly acquired cells, we enter the family's income

and calculate the total income.



Monthly costs
Calculate the sum of the monthly costs

We now calculate the difference between the income and the 
monthly costs

and see at a glance whether our income is sufficient to cover our 
costs.



Monthly costs
Calculate the sum of the monthly costs

For example, if an income changes and I enter the corresponding 
value in the table, I can see at a glance how this will affect the result.



Conclusion

It is easy to keep track of your monthly costs using a spreadsheet.
It gives a quick overview of a family's income and expenses and 
shows whether the income is enough to cover all the expenses.
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